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Reading 

An archaeologist once hired some Inca tribesmen to lead him to an archaeological site deep in 

the mountains. After they had been moving for some time the tribesmen stopped and insisted 

they would go no further. The archaeologist grew impatient and then angry. But no matter how 

much he cajoled the tribesmen would not go any further. Then all of a sudden the tribesmen 

changed their attitude. They picked up the gear and set off once more. When the bewildered 

archaeologist asked why they had stopped and refused to move for so long, the tribesmen 

answered, “We had been moving too fast and had to wait for our souls to catch up.” 

Source: based on a story told in the movie Beyond the Clouds 

 

Loving Our Imperfect Natures 

Recently I went to the library recently looking for books about self-improvement for this sermon. 

Actually, I was in search of books that raised questions and concerns about why we are so drawn 

to ‘make-ourselves-better’ books. I found a few. One I found was, How to Be Idle by Tom 

Hodgkinson, which provides historical rationalization for routine naps, sleeping in, long lunches, 

and purposeful breaks for afternoon tea. I digress.  

It was actually a morning of delightful digressions. I was a relatively rare, non-rushed morning 

when nothing felt urgent. Leaving the library, my fresh stack of books in hand, I headed to a 

favorite bagel and coffee place - even deciding to walk the few blocks, almost tasting the coffee 

at the outdoor table. Ambling out of the library, I chose an exit door I’ve never used and found 

myself in an alcove teeming with community announcements. I wondered, were churches 

advertised here? And so, my non-hurried morning went.  

As my mind wondered to this sermon about our imperfect natures, my eye was drawn to a sign 

stenciled across a group of bulletin boards: “Aging to Perfection: Senior Resources.” (I had a 

funny thought of toasting a marshmallow to perfection.)  

Is perfection the assumed goal in life? 

In his book A Life of Being, Having and Doing Enough  Wayne Muller, therapist and pastor, 

challenges this continual reach toward perfection, asking, “If we spend all our moments planning 

some harvest of ease and sufficiency later in life – while feeling anxious and empty along the 

way – can we really expect our lives to change in years to come?”  
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The illusion of a path to perfection – making all the right life choices, and “just doing our best” 

time and again carries a price. I know I hear stories from so many trying his or her best to care 

for an aging parent or friend, or their best to meet job requirements, raise perfect children, or 

their best to lead a church ministry, and even their best to live “green.” (On my list is to 

remember the reusable bags.)   

What are we saying to our children, our family members, our co-workers, “all I ask, is that you 

do your best?” time and time again?  Rather than an image of contentment and a sense of self 

satisfaction and an atmosphere of encouragement, I have an image of lab mice furiously trying 

their best to get out of the maze.        

A few years ago the expression “just do your best” starting bugging me.  It seemed to be a mixed 

message – it implied you could measure success against your own your own personal bar 

…which had merits, but the bar should always be set high. The goal was to always do your best 

work.  And at times, I sensed the phrase was also about being better than another – to be the best 

in the class – the best in the neighborhood – the best in the office.      

I wondered, if I give something my best effort, shouldn’t I be able to do everything close to 

perfectly? Even according to the library sign, to age perfectly?              

Before I go too far, I want to be clear that there is a place for mastery and excellence.  If you 

have passion to play the piano, and choose to struggle to get a piece just right, there is likely 

satisfaction for you. There is a healthy sense of pride in becoming a master gardener, and sharing 

this expertise with the community. And I sure want doctors and nurses to pass board exams 

showing they meet standards relevant to their work.  Similarly, I want commercial truck driver’s 

to be safe, rested drivers, and early childhood educators to have excellent training on creative 

ways to connect with children.   

But, there are times when striving for a mistake-free life, or to meet the standards of others, or to 

be better than another, we start to lose sight of a bigger purpose. Others are setting bars – sending 

our own internal compasses out of whack. We trust our own intuition less.  

Our Monday morning lists may be driven by others: “Eat right, exercise more, read more, clean 

closets, call friends……” and the Friday the ‘oops’ …guess not this week. And we move this 

week’s self-promises forward to a new list – a bit deflated with each move.   

Muller also shares he often asks clients often about the essence of their lives, how they are, and 

invariably hears, “I’m just trying to get caught up.” When do we sense enough is enough?    

Who are models in your life that model this sense of ‘enough’? Often our elders have figured out 

that wisdom and long lists don’t correlate.  
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My husband and I were both blessed with maternal grandfathers well grounded in a basic life. As 

we’ve compared stories, both men had simple needs, living in different directions about an hour 

from Boston. Both had steady jobs – one at the Navy yard, one as a teller in the bank. Each lived 

in a modest home, having enough that they knew their next meal would come. Both lived for 

listening to the Red Sox on the radio and going to a game now and then. Both went to every high 

school sports matches in their respective town. Both were gentle, content men, sensing ‘enough’ 

in so many ways. 

Yet, for some of us, rest and a sense of enough comes hard. Society reinforces the pressure. “Get 

it done right, by deadline, with no mistakes. Then rest.” (Muller) 

In everything from competitive youth sports, to competitive youth music, to the college 

application process is about making some ‘cut.’  Beyond our children, there is pressure to be 

perfect at work, or to sustain a perfect home, or to be a perfect caregiver.   

A culture of always doing your best is draining. Our energy is limited, both physical and 

emotional. 

As we look at what we can hold and care for without draining ourselves beyond what we can 

hold. Muller offers an image of holding eggs. Hold out your hands. How many eggs can you 

hold? With confidence? Without dropping one? Without the mess of breaking them all? There 

are limits.   

There is a value in an inner compass that guides the promises we make to ourselves and others.  

Shortly before writing his book, Muller developed a cardiac condition that limited his energy. He 

writes, “I needed to attend carefully to how much energy or attention I could honestly bring to a 

moment…to discern what was most true, most beautiful, or necessary, right here, right now, and 

to listen for what was, for me, in this moment, simply the next right thing.” He needed to let go 

of planning, especially inflexible planning.   

What helps tamp down the pressure to do more and more, and do the more and more, more and 

more perfectly? 

While the phrase “do your best” still bugs me, I have learned to translate the phrase into 

encouragement, rather than an imperative to actually be the best or to be error free. When we 

genuinely encourage one another, and we honor our mistakes, we send an important signal. Risks 

are a necessary part of life.  

You are enough, just the way you are.  
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Another red flag for me in our perfection driven world is comparisons. In his book Nonviolent 

Communication: A Language of Life Marshall Rosenberg looks at destructive forces that pull us 

away from our natural inclination toward trusting our inner resources. Rosenberg finds making 

comparisons is destructive. Comparisons are a form of judgments.  

Rosenberg considers having musicians each compare themselves to Mozart, and then dwelling, 

for a long time, on the difference.  It’s not a very productive use of energy.  In the same spirit, I 

recently saw a bumper sticker, “There are 3 billion women that don’t look like supermodels and 

only eight that do.” It is in this dwelling on deficiencies, that we are distracted from a spirit of 

compassion. There is wisdom in ignoring standards that just deflate.  

There is value in knowing when to set the bar at ‘good enough.’      

For years, my vision was for my Christmas dinner table to look like one of the tables I’d see in 

catalogs. I hoped to miraculously implement this vision – appearing casual about it all.  On gifts, 

I wanted to seem unmaterialistic, while not disappointing anyone. You can picture the drill – full 

time working mom of three, my own parents were divorced, and there were differences between 

my family traditions and my husband’s.  I’d try my very best to make the perfect Christmas 

happen – even try my best not to be bossy and my best to be patient. Often not a perfect picture.   

Well, a few years back, my baby brother – at the time single – always the fun uncle - flew into 

DC a few days before the Holidays. Uncle Billy announced this was to be ‘LSC’– Low Stress 

Christmas.  This didn’t seem to be part of the family DNA, but he was determined.   

As the busy-ness ramped up – the missing gift for a neighbor, or the forgotten bacon and OJ for 

Christmas breakfast – he’d say “LSC – we’ll skip that.”   I thought, “why not drop the neighbor 

some baked goods a few days after the holiday, when I had time to enjoy baking?”  I didn’t run 

out and buy a gift for my brother – he appreciated a check to help cover his travel costs.  We had 

grilled chicken and baked potatoes for dinner. Way less dishes.  And my brother spent hours 

playing basketball in the driveway with the kids.  We’ve continued with LSC.    

What goes onto our lists each Monday? How do our internal compasses guide our needs? When 

does our individual and collective sense of always “doing our best” means we press; we 

sometimes press too hard. In this measuring, and yes, in our relentless comparing, to be the best 

at caring for our family and saving the world, sometimes we forget to slow down.   

How long did it take God to create the world? (Six days.) 

And what did God do on the seventh day? (God rested.)  
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Muller offers that, “In the Hebrew Bible, the word for this rest can be literally read, ‘And God 

exhaled.’” God exhaled. When do we exhale?  When do we realize our souls need to catch up? 

That we’re going too fast?   

Part of our job in love of one another is to make the space to slow down. To be a mirror, offering 

a sense of calm and reassurance to one another…to remind one another that we are absolutely 

enough on Monday mornings, before the fresh list. If nothing gets done on our list, we are 

enough. We have the same worth and dignity on Monday, as we do on Friday, no matter our 

progress or lack thereof on the list.    

Life needs both the inhale and exhale, as often as possible in an easy rhythm. Make lists as you 

will, but know that what goes on the list should meet your own bar of what matters deeply. 

Realize we can each only hold so many eggs.   

Moving toward a standard of ‘good enough’ is about making space … space for slowing down… 

space to take a few risks…and space to hold one another gently in greater and greater 

compassion.. with time to rest.  

May It Be So   


